
What I liked To make it perfect 
Your pair work well, well balanced session. 
A lot of material but not too deeply seen 

A bit faster 
Starting from real life experiences to emerge lean concepts? 

Two clickers 
Apple -> rotten  
Responsibility Model 
Reuse of characters 
A pair coaching session 
Humor 
Presentation Zen 
Real life examples 
Talk about different session 

To know the presentation better 
A little bit faster 
Use “designed” overview slide 
“Every” team has a black sheep 

Practical examples during theoretical presentation Enlarge the font of Flow of Value slide 
Thoughtful 
Systematic 
Beautiful graphics/visuals 

Bigger font for diagrams 

The rethinking, interpretation 
Your tools 

More interactive 
People not sitting at tables in horseshoe line in school 
A little less evangelical, open about weaknesses in model 

Great overview of the Toyota Lean principles Add some more IT related examples 
Very clear and understandable Check contrast on beamer upfront  
Idea, format, presentation. Excellent! Even bit more structure, overview 
Very compact and great pace 
Lots of interesting principles in one whole 

More fun? 

Very nice overview 
Duo presentation 

Buy a new laptop battery 

It breaks many misconceptions How to handle “no revolutions”? 

Lively, clear, good overview 
Very good & practical illustration 

More interaction, but it would make more difficult to cover all the topics 

The interplay between Portia and Pascal 
The content is extremely useful and was well presented 

Time for questions 



Very good overview The slides are very nice and sexy, but the slide with the pieces wasn’t. Make this 
slide more attractive 

Concise overview of the principles 
Good presentation 

It’s already perfect  

Lots of practical do’s and don’ts 
Enthusiastic speakers 

 

Clear overview of the Toyota Way and how you can use it in projects  
To stop the process to get it run better  
The good interaction between the 2 speakers  
Good commercial for your consultancy job! 
Good overview, nice loops 
Some nice ideas for tomorrow in my team 

 

Comprehensive and recognisable Do you like interaction? I think you do, but it’s not in the presentation 
Lots of information 
Nice overview of the Toyota Way 

It’s rather theoretical. I’d like to have some more real world examples to prove 
the principles. One hour is probably too short 

Clear presentation. Good presentation skills. 
You got me interested in reading/learning more on the Toyota Way 

Have a little more interaction 

Great illustration of Snow White tale as example for Kanban  
Great images/stories in general 
Example “We are a pack of mail, please sort us” 
Team manifesto!! 
“Fail early principle” as coach! 

??? presentation perfect 

The presentation 
Leadership ideas 

 

Portia introduces Pascal and vice versa 
Individual concepts => combination of concepts 

Try to include more interaction with the audience: ask questions, do more 
polls,… 
Refer to those principles as the management principles used at Toyota. I think 
that was unclear for some participants 

The way principles were presented, through the experiences of the two 
speakers 

I found it difficult to see through the big picture… Perhaps too many information 
on that slide… 

Complete overview of lean in software teams Please Pascal, speak a bit louder  
Maybe it’s a bit too much or not enough details in only one hour 



Dynamism of the presentation Good explanation of the principles 
A great overview of everything I have seen happening at my company to 
especially the struggling 

I should make it a bit more interactive 

Reflection on common “happenings” in “a company” -> and how illogical 
they be if viewed in the “right light” 

A longer session (??? More examples in that time) 

Flex points are real options! 
Don’t kill the wicked witch?! 

People brought in to “hear it from the horse’s mouth” 

 


